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safety [BM$^{13}$, JN$^{12}$]. safety-critical [JN$^{12}$]. same [ADCG$^{12}$]. SANER [SA$^{17}$]. SAP [vdGK$^{12}$]. scalable [ACM$^{+14}$]. scale [Kos$^{14}$, PRNR$^{14}$, SSL$^{15}$, WKB$^{+15}$]. scaled [TST$^{17}$, TST$^{17}$]. SCAM [KLG$^{17}$, CLC$^{14}$]. SCAN [MAD$^{+14}$]. scenarios [ISK$^{15}$]. schema [ZPFV$^{14}$]. scheme [KBM$^{+12}$]. science [MDSSMS$^{15}$]. Scorecard [dH$^{13}$]. Scorecard-based [dH$^{13}$]. scripted
FKW13, KLG17, KDK13, KOPR17, MC14, MAD12, NSBR12, PKBT16, PP14, RPZ14, CL14, KÔ16, KR15, MP16, SA17, RKB16.
specific [EMRF14]. specification [dGNA+16]. specifications [Bol13].
stakeholder [BHZE12]. stakeholder-oriented [BHZE12].
stakeholders [LYL+12]. standard [KK14]. standards [ASAC13, KO13].
standards-based [ASAC13]. state [PA14]. states [AHAI17]. static [ACM+14, BCD16, CNS14, SRC+13, SJS+14].
strategic [OB17]. Strategy [OB17, ABQO14, BM12a, PHJ15, RL14].
stream [KPG14]. structural [EKG18].
summarization [MLM16]. supplier [KJ14, NRB13]. support [GP16, HB16, KTHS16, KMH+15, dSLBF15, NSDP15, RMAB15, SKTW14, Sch12, THP13, WR+13, ZWP12, dGFAT17].
supported [Bab12, NRB13]. Supporting [CKG15, KLC+14, Stu12, VPK13, MSB+14]. survey [DRGP13, FMR13, MPS+16, SAM13].
survival [SPC16]. sustainability [CGN17, PI17]. sustainable [PJ17].
symbolic [CS2Z+13]. Symposium [KDK13]. synchronicity [NPL12].
syntactic [NBC17]. synthesise [GRK17]. System [BMCP16, ASAC13, AAA13, Kos14, NH14, PRNR14, SGD+13, THP+16, VPKV13, dH13]. systematic [AJ14, CdsnNdCM+14, JW12, JPDW+17, PTK13, RL15, RGP15, RRPD+13, dSPF+12].
systematization [Kuh15]. Systems [BM12b, KDK13, dSLBF15, RRPD+13, BM12a, BM13, CPR15, DP15, FHS13, HF12, HBM+16, JN12, KG+13, LSW13, MA12, PRNR14, RPZ14, SJA+14, TNLJ+17, ZPFV14, vdGK12].
table [WSB14]. tailoring [ABQO14].
teams [PA14, Pri12]. teamwork [RLTTC14]. Technical [SN14, CN12, CWBC17, HBM+16, KTHS16, MB17].
technique [EKG18, GJC+18, KMB17, RAS+13]. techniques [GDAG13, RA15, dGNA+16]. technology [HD17]. TeLESM [OB17].
temporal [LWY+16]. term [HS17]. test [EMRF14, GRK17, Hou14, KMB17, QBO+13, SN14, SBPS12, UY13, vdGK12, SBPS12].
test-and-fix [Hou14]. test-to-code [QBO+13]. Testing [BPKZ16, AMH15, FQA17, GP16, HH12, KMB17, LSRT16, LYL+12, SKWD15, SGAP14]. TestSPICE
Understanding [ECRJFZ16, JPW17]. Uncovering [CGN17, MB17].


Transition [HOD+14, ARD+12]. transitioning [Dow14], trees [Kos14]. trends [RHL15], trustworthy [BHZK12, Cao12, MA12, ZKJ12]. TuneR [Bor16]. tuning [Bor16]. two [BABW12, RTCL16]. types [PJ16].


Uses [RRDPD+13]. Using [CPMS+14, HCL+17, APL+14, BM13, BCC+15, BKS+17, BCD14, CKP15, CNPR13, Dow14, GEK14, GK13, GDAG13, JWP+16, KLC+14, Kos14, KRG+13, KFYI13, KO13, MGUA14, NBD17, PGAP17, SJJG+14, Sha15, SAEH16, SGD+13, SKR15, UY13, Yag18]. UWA [BCD13].


XPath [LSRT16]. XT [KFT16].

year [CDR17, MMJB16].
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